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Abstract 

In this article, based on vector diffraction theory the focusing properties of double ring shaped 

higher order Laguerre – Gauss beam with radial varying polarization are investigated numerically. The 

numerical simulations show that the evolution of some interesting focal spot, focal split and focal patterns 

in the focal region by changing polarization rotation angle under tight focusing through the high NA lens. 

It is also shown that a subwavelength focal hole with a quite long depth of focus, multiple focal holes are 

achieved near the focus, when tuning β (is the ratio of the pupil radius to the beam waist) in the focal plane 

for different modes under tight focusing through the high NA lens.  We found that when tuning, beam 

parameter or the polarization rotation angle of the incident beam, it is possible to generate some interesting 

novel focal patterns, including multiple intensity rings, dark hollow focus and cylindrical crust focus. Such 

kind of beams plays an important role in optical trapping, laser cutting and optical manipulation 

applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Optical tweezers technique 

has become a valuable tool and accelerated many major 

advances in numerous areas of science. Ashkin and 

coworkers accomplished optical tweezers 

experimentally (Ashkin et al. 1986). In many optical 

systems, the Intensity distribution in the focal region 

plays an important role (Rittweger et al. 2009). The 

intensity in the focal field is the forces that acting on 

the particles in light field includes two kinds of forces. 

The first one is the gradient force that is proportional to 

intensity gradient. The other one is the scattering force 

proportional to optical intensity (Visscher et al. 1992). 

Zhan and Leger (Zhan et al. 2002) reported a focus 

shaping technique using generalized cylindrical vector 

beams, in which a generalized cylindrical vector beam 

can be decomposed into radially polarized and 

azimuthally polarized components. Some of the 

applications of these beams include optical guiding and 

trapping, metal cutting, determination of the orientation 

of single molecules (Zhan et al. 2002). For the 

azimuthal polarization counterpart, a nondiffracting 

“dark channel” with a long DOF was recently achieved 

by tight focusing of a double-ring-shaped azimuthally 

polarized beam. Central zero intensity is also useful in 

optical trapping (Kuga et al. 1997) and lithography 

(Suresh et al. 2013). Therefore, the polarization 

distribution affects the focus shape very considerably. 

For controllable optical trapping we are in need to 

design a system with tunable optical intensity 

distribution in the focal region. To generate tunable 

optical intensity distribution in the focal region, we 

used double-ring-shaped radially polarized mode R-

TEM11* beam. Recently, it has been observed that the 

double-ring-shaped radially polarized mode R-TEM11 

*beam can effectively reduce the focal spot size

(Levenson et al. 2004; Kozawa et al. 2006) and it is 

also observed experimentally that it is possible to 

generate directly from a laser cavity (Kozawa et al. 
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2007). Recently, focus shaping of Bessel–Gauss beam 

with radial varying polarization was discussed in detail 

(Moser et al. 2005). In the present paper, the focusing 

properties of double-ring-shaped radially polarized 

mode R-TEM11* beam with radial varying 

polarization are investigated in detail. In Section 2, the 

principle of the focusing system is given. In section 3, 

we discussed about the numerical evolution and its 

results of the proposed system in detail and conclusions 

are given in Section 4. 

2. THEORY

According to the vectorial Debye theory, the 

double ring shaped radially polarized mode R-TEM11* 

beam with radial varying polarization of tightly focused 

through a high NA objective lens, by using the same 

analytical method as that in references, the electric field 

E (r, φ, z) near the focus can be written as (Kuga et al. 

1997; Moser et al. 2005 ) 

  ,, , r r z zE e E e E eE r z       (1) 

Where er, eφ and ez are the unit vector are the 

unit vectors in the radial, azimuthal, and propagating 

directions, respectively;  Er, Eφ and Ez are the three 

orthogonal components of the electric fields and can be 

written as 
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where rand z are the radial and propagating 

coordinates of observation point in focal region, 

respectively; k is the wave number, l(θ) is TEMP1 

mode Laguerre–Gaussian beam, its relative amplitude 

can be expressed as [7, 11] 
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Where α= arcsin (NA), NA is the numerical 

aperture of the optical system. It should be noted that 

the beam parameters β is defined as the ratio of the 

pupil radius to the beam waist and L1
P is the generalized 

Laguerre polynomial. For TEM11* mode LGBs, P=1. 

ϕ is the polarization rotation angle from radial 

direction, in this article, ϕ is the function of 

convergence angle θ, and is written as (Gao et al. 

2010), 
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Where C is polarization parameter that 

indicates the speed of change of polarization angle. The 

optical intensity distribution in focal region is 

proportional to the modulus square of Eq. (1). Based on 

this equation, the focus shape can be investigated 

numerically. 

3. RESULT

Without loss of validity and generality, based 

on vector diffraction theory, Eq. (1) is calculated 

numerically same as using parameters A = 1, k = 2π/λ 

and λ = 1 for simplicity. It was supposed that the 

intensity distributions in the focal region of tightly 

focused double ring shaped radially polarized mode R-

TEM11* beam with radial varying polarization is 

calculated for different polarization parameter C, we 

also studied the effect of pupil beam parameters β and 

numerical aperture NA and it is shown in below figures, 

the unit of coordinates in all figures is in wavelength. 

Firstly, we studied numerically the effect of lower NA 

(NA = 0.95) for different pupil beam (β = 1.3 and 1.8). 

Figure 1 shows the effect of different polarization C for 

β = 1.3 and NA = 0.95. When C = 0, there is a six focal 

spot in the focal region of total electric field intensity 

distribution of the high NA lens with central intensity 

is zero shown in Figure 1 (a). However, upon increasing 

(C = 0.5) the focal spot in radial direction at z = 0 starts 

disappears and it is shown in Figure 1 (b). On 

increasing C, the focal spot extends in transverse 

direction, and then one intensity spot changes into long 

focal depth with FWHM (> 4λ) each at (r = ± 1λ) and 

it is shown in Figure 1 (c). When the parameter C 

increases continuously, the DOF of the focus increases 

firstly, and then decreases remarkably and forms two 

focal spot in radial direction it is shown in Figure 1 (d - 

f).  In order to show the intensity more clearly for the 

pupil beam parameter for same NA and different C, 

then β is increased to 1.3 and 1.8 and their 

corresponding total electric field intensity profile is 

shown in Figure 3 respectively. 
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 Fig. 1: Total electric field intensity profile for different C, NA = 0.95 and β = 1.3 

Fig. 2: Total electric field intensity profile for different C, NA = 0.95 and β = 1.8 
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From the above focal pattern evolution, it can 

be seen that the pupil beam parameter β, polarization 

parameter C that indicates the speed of change of 

polarization angle and numerical aperture NA affects 

focal pattern considerably, and some novel focal 

patterns occur, which may be used in optical tweezers 

technology. 

4. CONCLUSION

The tight focusing properties of double ring 

shaped higher order Laguerre – Gauss beam with radial 

varying polarization are investigated numerically. It is 

observed that the total electric field intensity 

distribution in focal region can be altered considerably 

by the pupil beam parameter (β), numerical aperture 

(NA) and polarization parameter (C) that indicates the 

polarization change speed along radial direction. In the 

focal pattern evolution process by choosing the proper 

combination of the above parameters, some novel focal 

patterns may appear, cylindrical crust focus, dark 

hollow focus, including multiple intensity rings, the 

required focal structure can be obtained in the focal 

region of the high NA objective lens. These focusing 

properties may be useful in constructing optical traps, 

optical manipulation, laser machine and lithography. 
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